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THE REVOLT OF YOUTH: SOME HISTORICAL COMPARISONS* *
The existence of a youth problem appears to many a phenomenon peculiar-
ly characteristic of our own time. In fact, in the United States over the
past fifty years almost each generation has produced distinctive young
rebels-the bohemians before and after World War I, the radicals of the
thirties and forties, the beatniks and hipsters of the fifties, and the hippies
and romantic anarcho-marxists of the sixties. The disaffection of groups
of young people with their society is, however, not a specific phenomenon
of the twentieth century. Other times and places have produced rebellious
youth, social dropouts and alienated generations. It may be useful to look
at such groups comparatively to see what aspects and elements they may
have in common, particularly in terms of social circumstances, attitudes
and behavior. For this purpose I shall examine the following groups: the
wandering scholars and Goliard poets of the later Middle Ages; the gen-
eration of the German Sturm und Drang in the latter half of the 18th cen-
tury; the German Wandervogel at the end of the 19th century and in the
early 20th century; and finally the American youth revolt before and after
the first World War.t On the basis of such a comparison one may tenta-
tively postulate social factors and changes involved in the rise of such
groups and movements, psychological traits shared by their members, and
possible psychopathological aspects they may entail.
Vagantes, gyrovagi and Goliards
Hedge priests, monks who fled the cloister because they were bored
with monastic life or found it too harsh, men who for one reason or another
left the schools and took to a nomadic life, had troubled the Church since
the 5th century. When the universities were established and began to at-
tract students from far and near, these vagantes or gyrovagi increased
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greatly in number. The young scholars soon fell into a way of travelling
from one school to another, seeking knowledge of medicine in Salerno,
theology at Paris, or law in Bologna.'
Many of these wandering scholars were attracted less by love of learning
than by hope of sharing the privileges and perquisites of a scholarly life.
Some were mere idlers; others had discovered too late that they had no
vocation for the life of a clerk. Some were debarred from preferment by
their vices, by too much independence, by revolt against all rule, and were
unwilling to work at a secular occupation. Some students were too poor
to proceed further with their studies. Others could find no scholarly em-
ployment or advancement because the professional market was overstocked.
In consequence, they were unable to establish stable careers and wandered
about leading a rootless existence. Indeed, these vagi scholares hardly dif-
fered from the clerici vagi, the wandering clerics who for centuries had
troubled the church. Both groups were characterized by the use of scur-
rilous language, haunting of taverns, and other forms of disreputable be-
havior.'
Because of their life style, the wandering clerks and students formed a
distinctive grouping in medieval society, especially in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries when they were designated as Goliards, a term of un-
certain origin.' By the thirteenth century the group had become a pest and
various ecclesiastical councils issued directions for their suppression. When
they fell into the hands of the authorities, they were to have their heads
shaved, thus depriving them of those clerical privileges which the tonsure
conferred on them; in effect, making them outlaws with no place in the
social order.' References to them in the later Middle Ages (13th century)
show that they were classed with histriones, joculatores, and bufones (ac-
tors, jugglers and buffoons). By the fourteenth century they were only a
name of reproach. When Chaucer called his miller "a jouglere and a
goliardeys," he meant that the man was a babbler and a clown.'
These vagabond students and clerics moving from town to town, from
tavern to tavern, were as much pagan as Christian. For the most part they
were cynical, flippant and loose-living, yet there were many among them
whose hearts burned with indignation and anger against the conditions of
the Church under a venal Papacy. The verses known as the Goliardie
poems, which they produced, express these attitudes and feelings.' Some
are drinking songs, others burlesques or parodies of sacred things, still
others are complaints of poverty. The most lyrical Goliardic verses are
those that deal with love and nature. Yet some of the more religious and
moral verses of the Carmina Burana, one of the collections of Goliardic
poetry, resemble medieval hymns.
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On the whole, these wandering and often delinquent clerks were drop-
outs from their society. Unable and/or unwilling to fit into the structure
of the medieval social order, they created a way of life more or less com-
patible with their situation. Although they did not actually form an order
or guild, they clearly had an esprit de corps, and spoke of themselves as
the "family" or "sons" of Golias, or as the ordo vagorum, terms which are
not to be taken too literally.' There was considerable variety among the
vagantes, yet much of their behavior was merely a ludicrous parody or an
inversion of accepted social standards. Even though they ridiculed and
repudiated the duties and responsibilities expected of the members of a
Christian society, they did not hesitate to be its beneficiaries when it suited
them.
Sturm und Drang (Storn and stress)
The German Sturm und Drang movement of the later 18th century was
the creation of young men, and consequently was radical and noisy.8 It was
a reaction against the accepted rationalism of the period, a reaction that
was all the stronger because the young generation was profoundly dis-
satisfied with the prevailing political and social systems. They continually
protested against the rule of reason and dreamed of men who, trusting
entirely to their emotions, would break down all social barriers.
The Sturm und Drang took shape about 1770 and came to an end around
1780. The central group of the Stiirmer und Dringer were young men.
J. H. Merck, the oldest, was 29 in 1770. J. G. Herder was 26, J. W. Goethe
21, J. M. R. Lenz 19, and F. M. Klinger 18. A number of contemporaries
who shared some of their views and attitudes were sympathetically associ-
ated with this group. The members of the central group were all university
men, trained or studying for the learned professions. With the exception
of Goethe, economic reasons made a profession essential. Nor did this
situation tend to dispel their dissatisfactions with their occupation or pro-
fession, which they felt to be confining, boring, and dull, a sentiment that
also united the group. At that time it was almost impossible to live by
writing alone. Again, Goethe whose means made him independent, was an
exception; all the others depended on patronage. But nearly all the posts
in the bureaucracies and the universities, as well as private tutorships were
decided by the good will of a prince or a noble.'
A trait shared by almost all the members of the group and their tem-
porary or partial associates is a temperamental instability, which they justi-
fied by their belief in the truth of intense feeling. They were motivated by
a desire to live in terms of instinctive feelings, to shape their lives by in-
tuition and revelation, not by social norms and practical reasonableness.
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They refused to fit themselves into accepted patterns of existence and
thought, and strove to formulate new principles of personality, as well as
of literature.
As the social, professional, and personal circumstances seemed to con-
spire to intensify the temperamental restlessness and unease common to
the Stiirmer und Drdnger, their situation gained a wider social, cultural,
and philosophical significance. Fueled by dissatisfaction with existing in-
stitutions, opposition to authority, economic hardships and nationalistic
enthusiasms, emotional unrest and a desire for socio-cultural change spread
among the younger generation of the middle and professional classes.10
This trend is to be found not only in Germany, but also in various European
countries in the last third of the 18th century. France, for example, had
large numbers of unemployed or underemployed young intellectuals who
were ready and available to alter social circumstances. As Brinton noted:
One is struck in studying French society in the years just pre-
ceding the Revolution with a kind of jam in the stream of bright
young men descending on Paris to write and talk their way to for-
tune. Mercier in his Tableau de Paris tells how every sunny day
young men might be seen on the Quays, washing and drying their
only shirts, ruffled and lacy symbols of high social status.'
From this view point, the Sturm und Drang movement may be seen as
angry young men expressing a social malaise through personal and group
experience. Toward the end of the century this unrest found an outlet in
revolutionary activism, and a number of young German rebels participated
prominently in the French Revolution and its later developments, e.g.
Georg Kerner and Georg Forster." But this course of action was either not
possible or attractive for the Stiirmer and Drdnger. Thus, Merck visited
Paris in 1791 where he met Jacques Louis David, who introduced him to
the Jacobin Club, which he joined four days after his arrival.' Neverthe-
less, he did not remain in Paris but returned to Darmstadt, where later
that year the hopelessness of his economic prospects drove him to suicide.
Most of the members of the Sturm und Drang group were impulsive and
unstable in character, but not all. Klinger seems to have been rather un-
complicated psychologically, even though the title of one of his plays has
given its name to the movement in which he participated. Eventually, he
chose a military career and rose to high rank in the Russian army. On the
other hand, Merck's temperamental restlessness and lack of persistence
were probably an expression of recurrent episodes of depression which
plagued him and eventually contributed to his suicide. In their sharpest
form, however, the perils and the consequences of the Sturm und Drang
temperament appear in Lenz. Unable to master the conflict between inner
life and external reality, his life and works are a record of a torn, tragic
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personality. Tortured by a sense of guilt and by hallucinations at times,
Lenz attempted suicide on several occasions. Moods of enthusiasm and
despair, fantasy, irony, and satire alternately overcame him, driving him
to excess and caricature. Lenz was aware of this dissonance between his
feelings and reality, yet he was convinced that life would be unbearable
unless lived at a high emotional pitch. Nevertheless, when writing about
the world around him he was a sharp observer. His play, Der Hofmeister
(The Tutor), gives a clear picture of the situation of a private tutor in an
aristocratic household, and Die Soldcaten (The Soldiers) is a penetrating
study of the relations between a group of officers and a middle class family.
But when Lenz went to Moscow in search of a position, he was psychologi-
cally unable to maintain himself and died in misery there in 1792.
The Sturm und Drang movement developed a position of which the
basic principle was the supreme value of direct experience and dynamic
feeling. This achievement bears all the marks of youthful exuberance and
turbulence endeavoring to assert itself against the restricted social life of
Germany in the late 18th century. For the Sturm und Drang was a move-
ment of young men who, with the not unexpected disregard of youth for
practical obligations, sometimes claimed that only they were expressing the
needs of youth against the domination of their elders. There is an illuminat-
ing report of a conversation with Goethe, in which he had been reproved
for resenting Wieland's criticsm."' Wieland is wrong, insisted Goethe; per-
haps he is suitable for his age, but he can't expect a young man to think
as he does. "That paternal tonel That's what made me so furious. That's
just how my father talks."'
In the Sturmn und Drang view, overwhelming emphasis is put on sub-
jective elements in a dynamic, dialectical interaction between nature (or
society) and the individual. Internal psychological processes are given
priority over all external standards, all practical and moral achievement.
"We often find that with our loitering and veering we get further than
others with their sails and oars," says Werther, the symbol of Sturmt und
Drang subjectivism. This conflict between personal values and conventional
social forms (society, family, religion, profession, morality) is depicted
and analyzed in novels and plays in which the hero tragically asserts his
values rather than renounce them and submit to standards that he con-
siders meaningless. This conflict between personal psychological urges and
social reality is presented as inevitable and tragic with but one outcome:
the impassioned individual striving for freedom perishes. Their protagon-
ists are enmeshed in a web from which they are unable to escape. The
"revolutionary" moral significance of these individuals lies not in any at-
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tack on specific social evils, but in the depiction of the dilemma of man as
a personality in society, of the contradiction between inner urges and social
constraints, in short, in the exposure of an irreconcilable antagonism be-
tween basic characteristics of man and society.
None the less, theirs was not a passive stance. Activity was not conceived
as opposed to self-realization, but as the means toward this end. As Faust
declares, "Im Anfang war die Tat," (In the beginning was the act), and
achievement is the measure of psychological intensity, the internal spring
of action. But these young Germans were unable to define the way in which
they could most effectively direct their energies to the world about them.
Their conception of the great man of action is often juvenile, equating
achievement with desire or feeling, but they were also haunted by an ideal
of practical achievement as exemplified by the national leader, the warrior,
or the scientist. Along the same line they also rejected solutions that were
merely emotional, subjective, or theoretical, attempting, though vainly, to
conceive a mode of action which would do justice to the potentialities they
felt within themselves, and would successfully challenge and overcome the
social rigidities under which they chafed. Yet as members of a middle-class
intelligentsia, they were powerless to do more than to challenge society and
its purposes in the name of uninhibited self expression and a creative social
culture, but they could not say how, or in what direction, their world might
be changed.
Wanderv6gel'
Toward the end of the 19th century, many young Germans became
strongly antipathetic toward the ideals and social forms that their parents
held up to them as models to emulate. The children of the eighties and the
succeeding decades were born into a Germany that was rapidly casting
aside many of the socially stabilizing influences of the earlier 19th century,
but in their homes the old virtues were still imparted. Maxims of honesty,
thrift, sobriety, and reverence were repeatedly inculcated, even though
many adults observed them only in the breach; and the German world of
the early 19th century was idealized nostalgically and depicted as an age of
innocence, a golden time of parochial bucolic intimacy. These were the good
old days for the generation that founded families in Germany after 1870,
but they and their children were living and would increasingly live in radi-
cally different surroundings.
Economic development had begun even before the Franco-Prussian War,
but with the victory over France in 1870, Germany burst into a period of
vigorous economic activity and prosperity. Progress was the overarching
watchword not only for economics and technology, but also in various areas
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of esthetic expression, such as architecture and music. Family life, political
alignments, religion and education-all experienced severe upheavals. Sci-
ence and scholarship became continually more specialized, while the uni-
versities and technological institutes began to be production lines for
candidates seeking the doctorate."'
How did the children of the middle classes view this world that their
fathers had fashioned and of which they were largely the beneficiaries?
What did they think of the society that they were to inherit? The older
generation had lived through the political triumphs of the 'sixties and
'seventies, had experienced the rapid rise of Germany as a first class in-
dustrial and military power in the 'eighties, and was enjoying the results
in the comfort and respectability of the 'nineties. Germany had achieved a
place in the sun, but large numbers of German youth saw nothing admirable
in a society that was being overwhelmed by tides of commercialism and
uniformity.
For them there was no brave new world in the Germany of the 'nineties.
What they saw was a brassy, tarnished society, in which moral bankruptcy
and social fraud were rampant. They were disappointed and disillusioned
by the world of their elders, whose values, traditions, and institutions ap-
peared threadbare and irrelevant in the face of social reality. They saw
parental religion as largely a sham, politics trivial and windy, economic
activity as deceitful and unscrupulous, education stereotyped and lifeless,
art trashy and sentimental, literature commercialized, family life repressive
and insincere, and the relations of the sexes, marital or extra-marital, shot
through with hypocrisy."8
The times were ripe for a revolt of youth. German youth were ready to
follow any leader who held out a promise of a new and better world in
which their desires and longings would be fulfilled. Clearcut goals, definite
promises, and purposeful methods were unnecessary; in fact, no small part
of the revulsion against adult life was against its very planfulness, its
readiness to cast aside the joys of spontaneity in favor of cold-blooded cal-
culations about getting ahead in the world. Only a leader was lacking for
the founding of a new faith.
He appeared in 1896 in the person of Karl Fischer, a senior student in
Steglitz, a contented, upper-middle class suburb of Berlin. Fischer was
endowed with the necessary qualities of virility, recklessness, and intel-
lectual force. Attracting a group of his fellow students, he announced him-
self as their leader, and informed them of his plans for escaping to a kind
of life where youth could regain its birthright.19 His example set off a
series of youthful rebellions throughout Germany, beginning in Branden-
burg and the adjacent regions of Prussia, and then extending to Upper
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Saxony, Bavaria, and the southwest. Those young people were the first
Wanderv6gel (literally wandering birds or wanderers.)'2
This was a protest of an ethical idealism against moral hypocrisy, but it
was reinforced by a strong emotional reaction against the structural and
symbolic aspects of the modern technical and industrial world as repre-
sented by the large city. The wandering of those young people was the
visible embodiment of their rebellion against urban civilization.2' What was
needed was a return to a simpler, more natural way of life. By 1900 all
over eastern Brandenburg and northern Germany one could find tanned,
travel-stained young men (and later, girls) in nondescript clothes decorated
here and there with fluttering red, green, and gold ribbons, on their backs
a few simple belongings in knapsacks, and on the shoulders of at least a
few, lutes and guitars which they played while wandering (auf der Wan-
derung), or when camped around a fire. The big thrill was the sense of
belonging to a band of dissenters, to a conventicle of the elect.'
Associated with the wandering, however, were a number of other ele-
ments, eventually even an esthetic. At first the Wandervagel tended to
ultra-primitivism or even rowdyism, clearly a reaction to middle-class life
and urban sophistication. As part of this reaction they evolved a life style,
even though in numerous instances its expression was reserved for week-
ends. As early as 1903, the Wandervogel developed a headquarter for each
group, which was called a "nest" or den, and which was embellished with
their own hand-made furniture, carvings, paintings, and leather-work.
There was little or nothing original about their art. Generally, it was nos-
talgic, vaguely symbolic, and tritely romantic. Its cloudy exaltations of
nudity are clearly derived from Art Nouveau. Associated with these aspects
was a music, an array of songs, many of them German folk songs, which
were gathered together in Der Zupgeigenhansl, of which the first edition
appeared in 1909 under the editorship of Hans Breuer.
These early groups, and by 1905 there were more than 78 distinguish-
able ones, were essentially particularistic or sectarian. Nevertheless, there
wvere discernible large groupings. In 1907, one group began to admit girls.
Some were homosexuals, and in 1910, a homosexually oriented group of
Jitltge Wandervogel (1,500 strong) broke away from the original Wander-
'v5gel.2' The lowest estimate of the total membership of all these groups
shortly before the First WVorld War was about 50 or 60 thousand. They
-were a minority, however, when compared with other youth organizations
sponsored by various religious or political groups which had some two
million members.24
At the beginning, the basic principle in the Wandervogel credo was
goallessness, clearly a type of "irrational" social action. They considered
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their strength to lie precisely in this lack of program. Nonetheless, they
had views that were expressed in their behavior and which can be regarded
as a philosophy if not a program. At the outset the Wandervogel were
demonstratively ascetic. There was a rejection of comfort in favor of rough-
ing it and hard primitivism; later, they added abstinence from alcohol and
tobacco, avoidance of motion pictures and ballroom dancing, as well as
various other self-imposed inhibitions. In their philosophy and behavior
the Wandervpgel combined nostalgic traditionalism with emotional to-
getherness (the Bunderlebnis) and an endeavor to shape their own lives
and to further spontaneous vitality.
Inexorably time passes and by the second decade of the twentieth cen-
tury many of the Wandervzgel leaders and followers had passed beyond
surging turbulent adolescence. This fact, coupled with the growth of other
competing and parallel movements, led in 1913 to a three-day meeting at
the Hohe Meissner under the auspices of the Freie Deutsche Jugend, the
overarching union into which the various groups had merged. At this
gathering practically every phase of contemporary adult respectability was
assailed and the demands of youth were vigorously asserted. These senti-
ments, summed up in the famous "Meissner Confession," were phrased as
follows: "Free German Youth, on their own initiative and responsibility,
and with profound sincerity, are determined to shape their lives inde-
pendently. For the sake of this inner freedom they will take united action
under any and all circumstances."'
Whatever their further goals and intentions may have been, August
1914 was decisive. By 1920 all was over, and the various youth groups in
their original forms were gone; eventually they were taken over and co-
ordinated (gleichgeschaltet) by the Nazis. In retrospect, however, it is
important to note that the German youth movement at the turn of the cen-
tury must also be seen in the broader context of other ethico-social emanci-
pation movements of the period, e.g. the emancipation of women, ethical
aspects of socialism, and modern art.'
Again the Older Generation-now in America
Youth rules the world, but only when it is no longer young. It
is a tarnished, travestied youth that is in the saddle in the person of
middle age. Old age lives in the delusion that it has improved and
rationalized its youthful ideas by experience and stored up wisdom,
when all it has done is to damage them more or less-usually more.
And the tragedy of life is that the world is run by these changed
ideals.'
Thus at the age of 27 spoke Randolph Bourne, spokesman for American
youth in revolt just before the First World War.' But what is to be done to
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throw off the dead hand of the past, to deal with the gap between the gen-
erations? His answer was to overthrow the whole system of repression on
which society is based, and he felt it was the job of youth to do so, for the
vision of youth was true and just.' Furthermore, the young must somehow
find out how to remain young. As Bourne put it:
This is why it behooves youth to be not less radical, but even
more radical than it would naturally be. It must be not simply con-
temporaneous, but a generation ahead of the times, so that when it
comes into control of the world, it will be precisely right and coin-
cident with the conditions of the world as it finds them. If the youth
of today could really achieve this miracle, they could have found the
secret of perpetual youth.'
Adulthood of this kind could be achieved only through freedom and
spontaneity, but to have these conditions youth must rebel. And youth has
rebelled in America, recapitulating forms of behavior characteristic of
earlier youthful rebels elsewhere and creating new ones, so that one could
speak in 1969 of a world-wide youth culture which, originating in the
United States, has sprung up in every Western metropolis, and in some
others."'
What does it all mean?
For rebellious youth movements to occur there must be large numbers
of young people. This demographic factor cannot be overlooked in any
analysis of youthful rebels and their actions.' Furthermore, youth seems
to revolt not simply when rapid population growth produces relatively
more young people, but when this development coincides with situations of
disruptive social and cultural change. Under such circumstances where
the proportion of younger age groups increases there is bound to be more
social unrest. As Ryder points out, "The potential for change is concen-
trated on the cohorts of young adults who are old enough to participate
directly in the movements impelled by change, but not old enough to have
become committed to an occupation, a residence, a family of procreation, or
a way of life.' This helps to explain why certain activist organizations re-
cruit the young. For Mazzini's Young Italy the "magic" age was 40; those
over 40 were excluded.3
Most young people are not rebels and become emotionally and socially
stabilized within the context of adult society. In this process, however,
there must be relatively clear cut models and stages that the adolescent
can accept in order to become a socialized adult. In stable societies, age
groupings are a recognized part of the social order, but in the evolution
of the modern industrial-technological society new age categories have ap-
peared which have not yet been incorporated adequately into the social
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structure." The term youth as used today represents an aspect of this prob-
lem. It is also part of the changes that are occurring in the family in West-
ern societies. Finally, one must note that the emergence of youth and youth
movements (culture) is also closely linked to technology and commerce,
thus indicating the need for more complex socio-historical analysis if one
wants to understand youth in revolt.
One should note, finally, that movements of rebellion may help some
young people to deal with insecurity and a feeling of meaningless existence
through the enjoyment of comradeship, a feeling of being able to cope with
difficulties and dangers, and acceptance by their peers. Of course, there
may be psychopathic personalities involved in youth movements and re-
bellions, but such abnormal individuals are few in proportion.' In general,
the youthful rebels are romantics and enthusiasts spreading the message
of the New Jerusalem, and in so doing they point out needed social change.
But radical youth can be only a temporary identity, a circumstance which
may help to explain why young rebels are so often strong on rhetoric and
weak on analysis and program. For individual decisions can only be turned
into meaningful collective choices where there is a rational analysis of the
place of youth in terms of societal structure and the forces of social change.'
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